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New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A promise forces two men to bare themselves. completely.
One year ago on a mission gone wrong, Tanner James failed to save the life of Jesse, his Army
Ranger teammate. Before dying in that South American jungle, Jesse extracted a promise that won
t let Tanner rest until it s ful lled-no matter what it costs him. Damon Price loved Jesse, but
problems in their relationship had come to a head right before Jesse le on his nal mission. Now a
reluctant Dom and a man still in mourning, he s not happy when Tanner appears at his BDSM club.
And even less happy with Jesse s last request-that Tanner sub for him for one night. A er a rough
start, Damon realizes that the tough soldier, despite his protests, aches for someone to take control.
And Tanner senses a hesitance, an insecurity in Damon that makes him wonder if he s simply a
placeholder for Jesse, or if their tentative connection could grow into something more. For Jesse s
sake, they agree to try one weekend together. en duty calls,...
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The best pdf i ever study. We have go through and so i am confident that i will gonna study again once again down the road. You are going to like the way
the blogger compose this pdf.
-- Ma r cus Hills
The most e ective publication i ever go through. It really is writter in simple phrases and not hard to understand. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of
looking at a written publication.
-- Ila Pfeffer IV
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